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How are web archives made?  
Which individual decisions are made in web archives 
practices, and how can we understand and communicate 
the impacts on resulting collections?  
 
 

“Elements of Provenance” 
Maemura, Worby, Milligan, Becker, 2017. If these crawls could talk: studying and documenting 
web archives provenance, Journal of the Association for Information Science & Technology Preprint: 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/82840/ 



Creating web archives  
 

As a web archivist... 
What do I need to document 

for researchers using  
web archives material? 

 

Using web archives 
 

As a researcher… 
What do I need to ask about 
this data to have confidence 
in the analysis and findings? 
 

Goals for my work in Aarhus and 
studying work with Netarkivet 

 



Planned Approach and Methods 
(February 2018) 

 ●  Initial Exploratory Work: 
○  Interviews and observation of work practices 
○  Understanding workflows, creating diagrams, timelines 
○  Identifying current needs and challenges 

●  In-depth Analysis: 
○  More targeted discussions and interviews focused on 

particular data or artifacts 
○  Digging into specific examples, connecting data traces to 

decisions and context of decision space 
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limited since legal restricts 
access to data (WARCs) 



Exploring Netarkivet: What I did 

●  Analysis of Documents and Publications 
○  articles, chapters, web pages, wiki, documentation 

●  Interviews 
○  with curators, IT specialists, researchers 

●  Observation 
○  of Cultural Heritage Cluster ‘Probing a Nation’s Web Domain’ 

project meetings 
●  Explorations and tests with the interface 
○  Existing Open Wayback interface 
○  Solr Wayback Prototype (using my own WARCs) 



Understanding Netarkivet 



What is netarkivet? 

Mandate and Strategy to capture the Danish web 



An event is defined as something that 
creates new activities on the web.  

Nowadays it's mostly more activity on 
social media. Back in 2005 it was people 
making a new blog or a new WordPress 
page on a specific event.  

 
(interview with curator 20130313) 



What are the current challenges, issues? 

For collecting – keeping 
up with the changing web: 
●  Capturing dynamic web 
●  Social media strategy 

For access – facilitating 
use (with legal restrictions): 
●  Cultural heritage cluster 
●  Indexing and search 



Logics and Orders 



This paper provides such a review of the current landscape of web archives 
research, focusing on addressing the challenges for scholarly use of web 
archives. Three core themes are explored:  

1)  how to organize and select from web archives collections,  
2)  how to critically examine these sources, and, 
3)  how to approach ethics, consent and responsibilities when these 

materials are used by scholars.  
For each theme, several common approaches are identified, and open 
questions and tensions are discussed.  

Literature Review of Scholarly Use of Web Archives 
Maemura, 2017. What’s Cached is Prologue: Reviewing Web Archives Research Towards a 
Model for Scholarly Use, (in review) 



Logics to delimit and divide the collection 

●  Web ‘strata’ or units of analysis 
○  element, page, site, sphere, the whole web 

●  Hyperlinks and network logics 
●  Time, timeframes 
●  Content-specific logics 
○  for content types (text, images, etc.) 
○  for other aspects of content (creators, liveliness, …) 



Preliminary thoughts  
and observations 



Lots of discussions about 
data and processes 







What exactly is a domain?  
(to whom) 



My ‘domain’ may not be your ‘domain’ 

●  Terminology is messy between people and systems 
○  seeds, domains, sites, hosts, are used with varying specificity, 

precision, overlap 
●  The technically defined ‘domain’ can differ from: 
○  Longer history of a ‘site’ (i.e. if the same content / owner 

moves to different addresses over time) 
○  Domain boundaries of content are not clear-cut (i.e. embeds 

and redirects) – when is it part of the domain or not? 



A URI does not 
always uniquely 
identify a resource 



Seeking unique identifiers 

●  Not a 1:1 relationship between resources and URIs 
○  Multiple URLs for the same content (i.e. need for 

normalization, filtering out crawler traps) 
○  Sometimes 404s masquerade as 200s – instead of an error, 

URLs point back to the home page instead 
○  Deduplication of (non-text) resources in the archive 

●  Other (imperfect) identifiers to find multiple instances 
of ‘the same’ thing 
○  hashes, checksums 
○  object size (in bytes) 



Nothing is ever at 
the same time 



Discrepancies with standardized time 

●  Even though standard UTC time is used, there are 
different timestamps all related to one resource: 
○  Time the harvest starts 
○  Time the WARC file is written 
○  Time the page / resource is harvested  

➜  can differ from WARC file writing time by hours 

●  Even standardized time differs  
○  web servers set up with wrong time 
○  Daylight saving summer/winter time 



“If you keep every single timestamp for 
every operation that you do, then 
provenance becomes really, really 
complicated - it would be easier to just 
have one thing, and say for everything we 
do this.  

No, it's probably good that it's actually 
possible to have this weird trail of time 
bread-crumb things to go back through.  

But it makes everything really confusing.”  

 
(interview with curator 20180416) 



Laws and policies can 
follow different logics  
(and disagree with other laws) 



“The thing is, that particular publication only exists 
currently in an online form. It's a government agency 
that has that. They can only keep it online for five 
years, then it becomes archival, they have to delete it 
from their website, right. But it's mentioned on their 
website that old issues can be seen at the Royal 
Library. …  

So that's a case where it's basically two different sets 
of laws that compete against each other. And we 
finally determined now that we should probably 
extract all of those publications and make them 
available in our reading room, because the law of the 
[publication] wins in this case, over the laws that 
protect the archive.”  

(interview with curator 20180416) 



Reconsidering  
Types of Logics and Orders  



Logics to delimit and divide the collection 

●  Web ‘strata’ or units of analysis 
○  element, page, site, sphere, the whole web 
➜  For text, consider if there’s something smaller than an ‘element’ ? 

i.e. paragraph, keyword, tweet … 

●  Hyperlinks and network logics 
●  Time, timeframes 
●  Content-specific logics 
○  for content types (text, images, etc.) 
○  for other aspects of content (creators, liveliness, …) 
➜  These are applied by curators in developing different collection 

strategies (for news, social media, events …) 



Logics for working algorithmically 

Different logics emerge from the process of harvesting, 
indexing, data cleaning, … 
●  Process duration and Chronological orders 
●  Objects and entities (to the harvester) 

➜  i.e. seed, domain, harvest template, ‘job’ 

●  Database logics 
○  unique keys, joins, unions, difference  

●  Code / structured text logics 
○  regex, hashes, markup, character encoding, relevance scores 



Logics of laws and policies 

●  National cultural heritage 
○  for .dk domain, defined by language, geography, etc. … 

●  Authorship and publication (copyright) 
○  Legal deposit overruling things like robots.txt 

●  Privacy and protection of personal information 
○  Restricting uses, defining uses for ‘research’ purposes 

●  Organizational resources and limits 
○  limiting available storage, equipment, personnel 

(measured in size and time) 



What is netarkivet? 

Does the answer to that depend on the view you take? 
Probes project focus is 
on broad crawls only 

Open Wayback view mixes 
everything together 



Exploring ‘Very Big Sites’ (meget store sites) 





Exploring ‘Very Big Sites’ (meget store sites) 
For at least two sites there’s a confusing pagination of results since 
the interface (appears to) limit to a max. 20,000 captures shown 

dr.dk tv2.dk kb.dk 

Total # of pages (captures)* 90,534 80,229 2,542 
Pages from 2004-2005 2,320 812 57 

Pages from 2006-2007 12,977 9,965 283 

Pages from 2008-2009 9,095 7,970 220 

Pages from 2010-2011 14,126 11,951 431 

Pages from 2012-2013 20,089 20,240 854 

Pages from 2014-2015 20,648 21,817 604 

Pages from 2016-2017 9,557 6,448 87 

*As of April 17, 2018 

Change in selective 
harvest strategy for 
news sites in 2015 
(same time as 
switch to Heritrix 3) 



Workflows: Opening the Black Box 

Images:  
Gears Cogs Machine - https://pixabay.com/en/gears-cogs-machine-machinery-1236578/  
The Incredible Machine - https://www.flickr.com/photos/dannylakeboy/32054618 
 

Looks less like this 

… and more like this 



[regarding preceding discussion of harvesters] 
 
“It's interesting how many human decisions 
and how much human involvement is there 
in every - even in the most technical steps 
of an automated process. There is a lot of 
human interaction in all the steps of this.” 
 
(interview with curator and technologist 
20180416) 



Maybe it’s not about more / better documentation?  

A lot of documentation already exists to explain the 
different parts (even just on netarkivet.dk) 

But you don’t know what you need to know when you 
start out, and how to make sense of what it says. You 
need people with the knowledge and expertise of what 
happens to walk you through it. 

People >>> Documentation 



Next steps 
 ●  Summarize, synthesize, make sense of relationships between 

logics, orders and context, as well as data, processes, and 
institutional structures and legal frameworks.  

●  Then compare and contrast with second case focused on 
work in Canada. 



Thank You! 

Emily Maemura, PhD Candidate 
Faculty of Information, University of Toronto 

e.maemura@mail.utoronto.ca 

 This research is supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council  
Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Scholarship  

and the Michael Smith Foreign Study Supplement 



Questions and Discussion 



Comparing approaches to documentation 

Archival description and metadata 
●  OCLC “Descriptive Metadata for Web Archiving” 
○  https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2018/

oclcresearch-descriptive-metadata.html 
 
Data Curation and Research Data Management 
●  NASA Processing Levels 
●  “Datasheets for Datasets” 



Data processing and cleaning 

NASA “Data Processing Levels” 
 
https://science.nasa.gov/earth-
science/earth-science-data/
data-processing-levels-for-
eosdis-data-products 



Datasheets for Datasets 
Working paper by Timnit Gebru, Jamie Morgenstern, Briana Vecchione,  

Jennifer Wortman Vaughan, Hanna Wallach, Hal Daumé III, and Kate Crawford 
http://jamiemorgenstern.com/papers/datasheet.pdf 





Datasheets for Datasets for Web Archives? 

Their headings:  
●  Motivation for Dataset Creation 
●  Dataset Composition 
●  Data Collection Process 
●  Data Preprocessing 
●  Dataset Distribution 
●  Dataset Maintenance 
●  Legal and Ethical Considerations 

But is Netarkivet a dataset in this way? or a corpus? Both? 



Thoughts and suggestions on documentation 

What could be made more transparent? 
●  Domain lists and seed lists  
○  for Step 2, Very big sites, selective harvests – some of these 

exist, but not easily findable, browsable on netarkivet.dk 
●  Detailed Step 1 / Step 2 statistics  
○  i.e. changes to limits over time  (expanding on what’s in Web 

25 chapter by Laursen & Møldrup-Dalum) 
●  Known issues and gaps 
○  https, CAPTCHAs, certain comments sections… 



Visualizing size through time 

●  time and space 
●  a sphere really is a sphere 
●  origin – as a in the beginning 
●  origin – as in Cartesian space: 0, 0, 0 



How would you distinguish a 

main harvest and a by-harvest 

with this kind of model?

Mapping the collection like this, 

how would you spatially define 

the corpus?
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Spaniol, M., Mazeika, A., Denev, D., & Weikum, G. (2009). “Catch me if you can”: Visual Analysis of Coherence 
Defects in Web Archiving. In The 9th International Web Archiving Workshop (IWAW’09). Corfu, Greece. 


